The general forms of Hamiltonians are given in the octet spurion formalism for weak two quarks-two quarks transitions with an emitting meson. The mesonic decays of baryons are then calculated by taking baryons as totally symmetric three quarks states.
It is known that a relation!) holds approximately among experimental values of the weak mesonic decay amplitudes of baryons.
Although this relation is derived by Lee and Sugawara based on the RP or P invariance of the effective Hamiltonians, it is hard to understand why these invariance holds in the theory when it is violated in the strong interaction. It is also noticed 2 > that while CP invariance is enough for the S wave amplitudes to satisfy the L-S relation, it does not lead any relation for the P-wave decays. On the other hand the quark model which has been successfully applied to various phenomena failed to explain the weak mesonic decays. 3 > Indeed, though the one quarkone quark transition amplitudes with an emitting meson satisfy the L-S relation, it furthermore-imposes P(l:t) =0 as well as S(Z!) =0 but the former clearly disagrees with the experiment. Under these situations it may be natural as a next step to see what two quarks-two quarks transition amplitudes predict, since little is known on this line beside the S-wave decay_<>
The calculations are carried out in this paper and it is shown that the S-wave amplitudes satisfy the L-S relation quite generally without assuming the CP invariance. The CP invariance and the symmetricity of baryon states give farther information that 27 part of independent Hamiltonians vanishes and this leads to S(l:!) =0. For P-wave decay, out of six independent interaction Hamiltonians four types satisfy the L-S relation generally and remaining two types are related to each other by charge conjugation and hermitian conjugation. The L-S relation requires these coupling constants to be equal but investigation shows that this is the case only when the Hamiltonian changes the sign under C transformation, contradicting to CP invariance for the parity conserving part. This seems to imply these two coupling constants are fairly small so as to agree with the approximate L-S relation, but fitting these parameters to P-wave data, vve have found that this need not to be the case. In other words with reasonable magnitudes of these parameters which are compatible with perturbational considerations we can still explain the P-wave data. § 2. Two quarks transition amplitudes
Type of interactions
Tvvo quarks belong to 3 X 3 = 6 +3 multiplets of SU (3), where we write a symmetric operator Tij = ( qiqj + qJq;) /2 for 6-plet and an anti-symmetric operator 
In Eq. (2), {jk,a} denotes (jk,a+ak,j+ja,k)/3.
Here we are only interested in processes of the types n:
Unlabelled interactions and [I"], [J'], [L'] and [L]
do not contribute to these decays. We also notice that
] are related to each other through hermitian conjugation.
Space part
Since operators T and t eventually operate on baryons and there two quarks are totally symmetric, it is sufficient to consider a spin symmetric combination for
T and an anti-symmetric one for t.
Putting

X=( aa~), • xt=(a{,at),
where a 1 c>J, af<>l are annihilation and creation operators with indicated spin, and noticing that i62x* and (i62x) T transform under space rotations as we get (3) As for the statistics of quarks we shall simply assume the parastatistics of order 3, and then since any pair of quarks in a baryon commute each other due to different Green's suffices we can treat them as if they are bosons. With this statistics it is easily seen that Eq. (3) really gives the desired symmetricity for T and t. Now we can write down interactions in a concrete form for both S-and Pwaves, provided that I, J, K, L, etc. stand for form factors (including coupling constants) of the two-body mesonic transitions which naturally include the contribution from the single quark transitions too:
S-wave
(4) P-wave ~ (x 1 ka-xn) x Cx/ 1 a-xj) ·P M/Skj + ~~ cxua-x'k) x Cx/ 1 a-xj) ·PJ.Vfliskl + K (xWia-x'k) Cx 'tx,) sa} fir c . r M ms .l 2 , ,f! , alm k J(5)
Expectation values
Baryon states are expressed In terms of consisting three quarks but since we are interested in the two quarks transition, it is convenient here to mark a noninteracting quark and to combine remaining two quarks symmetric under interchanging their coordinates. In this way baryons are expressible in several alternative ways.
For example, we have for the proton with up spin
vvhere use has been made of a convention that by n, etc. we represent a non-interacting quark which takes left, middle and right positions of the rest. Taking expectation values of Hamiltonians ( 4) and (5) between baryon states, the weak mesonic decay amplitudes of baryons are expressed in terms of form factors of two-body transition.
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Results are given in the Table I . In our phase convention L11 = 1/2 imposes Z:-Zt =y2 Zt and the L-S relation is 23:-A_= -y3 Zt. For S-wave, both relations are satisfied but for P-wave 
For this purpose it is necessary
We shall also approximate, hereafter, effective weak interactions by point and thus form factors by coupling constants. K= -ig and K =ig, (18) so that K = -K, which is an unfavourable choice for the L-S relation.
CP invariance for S-wave
From Eqs. (10) and (11) for S-wave, for P-wave,
where for .1'6, because of the ambiguity of the data, we have used the relations, S(l,'t) =S(l:=) /v2 and P(l,'t) = -P(.1'!) /v2 which are expected from the .di=1/2 rule and by the data S(.1'!)=PC.1'=)=0. 
